
         Want to gaze at something that’s not a screen?! 
        Welcome back to business in YOUR meeting canvas!

 

     Meet  smart ,  meet  safe  at

     Moxy  Amsterdam Houthavens

 

 

 

Ideas flow when you are relaxed. After weeks of working at home, the MOXY

environment fosters a sense of ease and leads to a better meeting atmosphere

and better outcome. Every detail has been executed with the attendees’ needs in

mind. 

 

In order to be able to welcome you in our beautiful Moxy in the Amsterdam

Houthavens, we like to share which steps we have taken to be able to have your

meetings in this new ‘1.5-meter-society’ while gazing at something that’s not a

screen. Discover new ways of interacting, new ways of finding solutions to

problems, and new ways of creating the unconventional. With modular and

flexible spaces and furniture, the meeting is no longer just about the table.

New setups in meeting rooms that guarantee the 1.5 meter distance between you and

your colleagues

The possibility to organize a dedicated “DJ Booth” express check-in and/or check-out!

Utilize contactless Mobile Key and enter any of your requests via the Marriott Bonvoy

app

Consulting with each meeting planner to review and align on expected social distancing

practices

Prior to the event, all participants will receive a welcome letter with the measurements

taken and the guidelines on the walking journey within the hotel

Sanitizing kits upon arrival will be provided

Sanitized and sealed meeting kit with all office supplies that get's you rolling

Mouth masks and gloves upon request available

Personal water bottles

Nourishing the new normal with our food and beverage options tailored to group size

 

 

 

MOXY your next safe haven:



Flexible cancellation and re-booking clauses

Meeting planner to park for free

Free presenting pad and pointer to make you ready to present at 1.5 meter distance

Free spider phone to have colleagues call in (upon availability)

Spice up your afternoon break by choosing the “Pop-it break” instead of regular break

One puzzle piece per confirmed meeting. Collect the whole puzzle to be rewarded with discounts

and extra's

 

 

We think this wasn’t enough!
Moxy Amsterdam Houthavens wants to offer you the following EXTRA benefits:

Rebel against the 9-5, we are ready to welcome you!

Take conferencing off of your couch!
Marriott's Triple Treat Promotion!*

* Find more information about this promotion on www.emea.marriott.com/en/offers/triple-treats

5% off master-billed group rooms

1 complimentary in every 10 paid delegates/rooms for groups between 10-

100 people 

A signing bonus of 5,000 points for Marriott Bonvoy members

Book in an group or stage, a meeting or event by the 31st of March 2021 and receive:

 


